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The legendary Serra das Esmeraldas, which
purportedly lay in the northeastern quadrant of the
state of Minas Gerais, was a strong incentive for
Portuguese explorers as they began to exploit the
country during the 16th and 17th centuries. These
bandeirantes started from the east coast prospect
ing inland along the rivers Rio Doce and Rio Je
quitinonha. They had hoped to find enormous
wealth as the Spanish had found in Colombia but
were bitterly disappointed. Even by the beginning
of the 20th century, only very few emerald deposits
were known in Brazil. All were insignificant and
all lay in the state of Bahia: Brumadinho, Vit6ria
da Conquista and Bom Jesus. The first economi
cally interesting finds were not discovered until
1963 when the Carnaiba deposits, also in Bahia,
were unearthed.

Garimpeiros and Capitalistas

Virtually all commercially interesting emerald
deposits in Brazil, and elsewhere in the world, are
small, primary deposits. Secondary enrichments,
such as river sediments, are very rare. A mining
effort usually begins with a limited open pit and is
worked with simple, hand tools. These quarries
are known in Brazil as garimpo, as they are
worked by garimpeiros (independent miners).

If a deposit is promising, the open pit develops
into underground activities. Underground, the
miners follow the veins digging horizontal or
slightly dipping tunnels that are typically straight
but that often change direction sharply. These
tunnels are accessed by galleries at ground level
or by vertical shafts that can be as deep as
100 meters. Mining is generally done by hand
with pick, hammer, chisel and crowbar. Pneumatic
hammers are rarely used. The broken rock is
brought to the surface by manual or electric
winches in buckets or in containers made from
old tires. Miners then carry the debris out of the
tunnels in wheelbarrows.

Claim boundaries are marked on the surface and
are staked in agreement with the property owner in
exchange for a share of the mine's proceeds. In
addition to the property owner, there are also
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venture capitalists, capitalistas, who also share
profits from the workings. The most important
and most well-paid miner is the cortador. Relying
on intuition and experience, the cortador plans and
drives the tunnels. Extraction of emerald from the
host rock is overseen by the claim owner and is
witnessed by the cortador and the capitalistas.

Garimpo of Campos Verdes
A fluid transition from the garimpo mining style to
an organized structure is required to successfully
modernize a mine. Operations at the deposit of
Santa Terezinha de Goias are a good example.
The mine was a huge garimpo open-pit until 1981
when it became obvious that the steeply dipping
emerald-bearing rocks reached great depths.
Continuing to follow the veins was technically
problematic, and costs were escalating. These
problems were not addressed by the garimpo
system and a sociedade, with the required
technical knowledge and funding, was formed.
The association built shafts to depths of 200 me
ters, modernizing the mine.

The people involved in modernizing a mine are
due a good deal of credit as the matter is typically
complicated. Claims are frequently small. The
complex tectonic structure typical for Brazilian
emerald deposits makes it risky to drill deep
shafts even after test drilling. Horizontal
displacements and vertical offsets of the rock
are the rule, and the emerald-bearing veins are
irregular and unpredictable. Though notable
exceptions do exist, if the enormous challenges
are to be met, it is generally with the support of
foreign investors.

In addition to obstacles such as technical know
ledge, economics, labor and regulations generally
encountered while mining gemstone deposits any
where in the world, today mines must adhere to
strict environmental restrictions aimed at mini
mizing the impact of mining activities on the
ecological sphere. Environmental constraints are
strongly in place in Brazil and as welcome as these
regulations are, they are financially and techno
logically taxing.



A Glance at the Economics
In light of numerous legal, logistic and financial
constraints, an emerald claim can cost as much as
2 million US dollars to develop to the point at
which it is productive. It costs about 5,000 US
dollars to produce I kg of mine-run emerald.
Driving I meter of shaft or tunnel costs an averazeb

of 1,000 US dollars in Santa Terezinha and 600
US dollars in the Carnafba region.

Such expenses are a function of the nature of the
host rock: this factor also determines the
appropriate mining method and the quantity of
emerald that survives the mining process
undamaged.

Only primary emerald deposits (see page 18) are
mined: it is the most expensive form of mining
and as most emerald crystals are hosted in fresh,
hard rock, the eme ralds must be removed with the
utmost care.

It is easy to imagine how many emerald crystals
are damaged or destroyed as the garimpeiros re
move the stones from the rock with simple tools.
The costs of extraction, in terms of time, money
and losses, ensure the future of emeralds, indepen
dent of their origin, as an expensive gemstone.

Brazil's Major Mining Districts
At the end of the 20th century, Brazil's annual
exports of emerald rough officially totaled some
SOmillion US dollars. Today Minas Gerais,
including the ltabira/Nova -Era area (Belmont,

Piteiras, Capoeiran a), is probably Brazil's most
important emerald -producing state. Product ion
from Santa Terezinha has slowed over the past
few years.

Bahia is Brazil's number two producer with the
districts of Carnafba and Socot6 contributing to
the market to varying degrees since the mid
1960's. The Laranjeiras deposit in Carnafba is
remarkable. Though its future is unpredictable ,
over the last several years, Laranjeiras has pro
vided high quality emeralds with cut stones as
large as 5 carats.

As in Colomb ia, production in Brazil has been in
tentionall y reduced while the world emerald mar
ket suffers a lull in low to intermediate quality
stone sales.
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